
WASHINGTON — Fort Drum is among 90 Army installations nationwide where significant 

quantities of toxic PFAS chemicals have been detected in water, according to an 

environmental group’s report based on government data.

“This is the tip of the toxic iceberg,” said Scott Faber, vice president of government affairs for the 

Environmental Working Group, which obtained the testing results from the Army via the Freedom of 

Information Act. “We just don’t know the full scope of the PFAS contamination crisis. But this new 

data tells us military service members likely have been drinking contaminated water for decades.”
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FORT DRUM, NY - MAY 18: The 10th Mountain Division stand by as Blackhawk helicopters arrive for a training mission for 
future conflicts on May 18, 2016 at Fort Drum, New York. Although most U.S. combat forces ... more
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A public affairs official at Fort Drum quickly pushed back, stating that while PFAS was detected in 

groundwater testing wells around the post, it has not intruded into drinking water.

“Our drinking water is safe,” said Julie Halpin, director of public affairs at Fort Drum, home of the 

10  Mountain Division and a major employer that chips in $1.2 billion to the North Country 

economy. “Our drinking water wells are tested regularly and are well below even proposed, stricter 

limits.”

PFAS is a group of polyfluoroalkyl substances, a class of chemicals used in the manufacturing of 

non-stick plastic in cookware and other products, including clothing. Starting in the late 1960s, the 

military purchased PFAS-laden foam in firefighting equipment used to put out jet-fuel explosions.

The 2014 discovery of a PFAS-classified chemical, PFOA — perfluorooctanoic acid — in drinking 

water in Hoosick Falls, led to a filtration system largely funded by Saint-Gobain, the France-based 

chemical company that purchased and still uses the factory blamed for the pollution. The system 

remains in operation to this day.

PFAS chemicals have been linked to different forms of cancer, as well as reproductive and 

developmental health problems.

Discovery of the toxic chemicals in Hoosick Falls and nearby Petersburgh caused an uproar upstate.

Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo in 2016 moved to classify the Hoosick Falls plant as a state Superfund site, 

and pledged to establish a PFOA drinking-water guidance level as well as retest private wells and 

install filtrations systems.

Earlier this year, the New York state Department of Health established a threshold of 10 parts per 

trillion, significantly lower than the federal Environmental Protection Agency standard of 70 ppt.

Groundwater tests around the Hoosick Falls' plant found PFOA levels as high as 18,000 ppt, and in 

one area 21,000 ppt.

The Army reported test levels of 110 ppt at Fort Drum, according to the Army data obtained by EWG. 

Testing uncovered PFOA and two other PFAS compounds.
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U.S. Rep. Elise Stefanik, R-Schuylerville, a member of the House Armed Services Committee and a 

staunch defender of Fort Drum against threats of closure, said she was aware of PFAS presence in 

water at Fort Drum.

She said she has worked to get clean-up funding into the annual National Defense Authorization Act 

for 2020. Also, she said she is working on legislation to assure the Department of Defense works 

with state authorities “to address testing, monitoring, removal and remedial actions relating to the 

contamination of drinking, surface, or ground water from PFAS originating from activities of the 

DoD.”

With the 90 sites uncovered nationwide, the total of Army posts with PFAS contaminated drinking 

water or groundwater went from 18 to 108, and the number of all military installations with known 

contamination from 207 to 297.

Halpin of the Fort Drum public affairs office expressed concern that the Fort Drum area around 

Watertown would be needlessly worried about the quality of drinking water in the area.

Although she said the EWG report was vague on distinguishing the types of water tested, “a 

misunderstanding of this topic has the ability to cause a great deal of stress for our soldiers and 

families.”

The fort is home to close to 15,000 soldiers and employs 3,000 civilians.

Mnuchin: No meeting planned between Trump-Rouhani 
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Melanie Benesh, legislative attorney for EWP, disputed Fort Drum’s insistence that the area’s 

drinking water is safe.

“The results we got from the Army were reported as 'PFAS Results of Army Owned Drinking Water 

Systems,’” she said. “It’s unclear if tests were taken from finished tap water or pre-treatment.”

Faber of the EWG said the results from Fort Drum are striking because of what they leave out.

“They don’t tell us about PFAS pollution prior to 2016, or pollution that has originated in Fort Drum 

and polluted the water supply around Fort Drum,” he said. “If you live in that part of New York and 

you’re getting water from a well, you’re on your own.”
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